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Jeffrey Cummings

Joy Fields

Joleanne Spelts

1190 Thorp Depot Rd

PO Box 162

Thorp Wa 98946

 

Good Afternoon

 

This is concerning Thorp Landing. We are co-owners of the property on Depot Rd and we are very
concerned about the building of houses and water issues. They have put in one well and I have
heard that one well is not going to be enough to build what they want to build. Our concern is that if
they have to put in more wells to complete this project what is going to happen to the water table
and how is this going to affect our well if the water table drops below our own well. Are they going
to drill us a new well. I doubt it. How might it affect the water for Thorp as we are not that far from
the water tower for Thorp water? Now I am not against growth but I am concerned about water
levels as a lot of wells around Thorp are not very deep and how is the drilling of more wells or even
the one they have drilled going to affect everyone around them.

Also if I understand right they say there are no water ways to be affected by this building permit and
I might be wrong but there is a main ditch that runs along the north side of the property and
irrigation that runs through the property that serves farmers next to them not sure on how this will
affect those farms.  

Thank you for letting us voice our concerns.

Jeffrey Cummings

Joy Fields
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